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A radiometer without condensing agents for the measurement of the radiant properties of a flame is de-  
scribed, In contrast with Schmidt's method, the instrument is insensitive to turbulent fluctuations of 
the flame. 

A widely used method of measuring the total radiation and emissivity of flames and gas layers is the Schmidt 
method [1, 2], in which a total-radiation radiometer is used to measure the radiation (more exactly the radiation in- 
tensity) of the flames on the background of a "cold" black body (water-cooled enclosure with a small opening) 

l c ~ - - I f  = e l  g o  4 T f .  (1) 

Subsequently, the radiation of the flame is measured on the background of  a "hot" black body (an ordinary source 
of practically black radiation with controlled temperature) 

I h : l c q -  (I - -  af)  I0. (2) 

Using these results and the known value of I0, one can determine the effective absorptivity of the f lame for radia-  
tion at the temperature To used during the measurement: 

a f  ~ 1 - -  ( / h - -  Ic)/I~ (8) 

In addition to that, one can determine the ~ff~ctive temperature of the flame 

T f  ----- ~Z ~ ic/ef%" (4) 

The variable 8f of a selectively emitting flame in a nonequilibrium temperature field cannot be determined ex- 
actly. Usually one assumes ef : a f  in equation (4). 

The advantage of this method is the metrologically correct determination of two physical characteristics of the 
flame (If and af) with no distortion of the flame. However, the advantage cannot be fully utilized with ordinary tota l -  
radiation pyrometers due to the selectivity of their optical systems. 

Since the flame is always selective, the measurement of its radiation by means of  an instrument with selective 
sensitivity is associated with systematic errors which are difficult to compensate. Additional errors are introduced by the 
unavoidable contamination of the optical system. The commonly used blackened radiation receiver is nearly gray [3] 
and, in the absence of condensing or protective elements, would constitute an instrument with practically no selectivity. 
The scheme of such an instrument is simple and well known [3, 4], but only in one instance has it been used to measure 
the radiation of a flame [5], in which case the sensitive element was covered by a fluorite plate, thereby eliminating 
the basic advantage of the method. 

In accordance with the above principle an instrument was constructed with circular orifices in a water-cooled 
casing. Small quantities of dry nitrogen were continuously blown into the casing to prevent the f lame gases from enter- 
ing the instrument. The secondary instrument was a reflecting galvanometer.  The radiation sensor was first constructed 
in the form of a standard thermopile (a battery of miniature thermocouples in which the hot junctions, which receive 
the external radiation, are collected on a "target" in the center and the cold junctions are on the periphery). Subse- 
quently, to increase the sensitivity of the instrument, there was developed a technique of preparing thermopiles from 
0.1 rnm wires of bismuth-antimony and bismuth-tin. 

In order to be able to make a rational choice of the parameters of a thermopile, one must know its emf. An exact 
theory of a vacuum thermopile without convective heat transfer at the electrodes has been developed by Fisher [6]. 

The problem of calculating the emf of a thermopile can be reduced to the determination of  its temperature field. 
Heat transfer in the thermopile takes place in the following manner. The central "target" absorbs external radiation and 
loses heat by convection, radiation, and conduction along the electrodes. The electrodes exchange heat by radiation 
with the walls of the enclosure and by convection with the gas filling the enclosure. In the calculations we make the 

following assumptions, most of which are identical with Fisher's assumptions [6]: the "target" has a constant tempera-  
ture over its entire surface; the hot junctions fastened to the "target" are at the same temperature; all electrodes have 
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ident ica l  properties and ident ica l  temperature  distributions; the radiant heat  transfer between the electrodes and the 
transverse temperature  gradients in the electrodes is negl igible;  the external  heat  flux is constant over the surface of the 
" target ,"  which is a very good approximation for instruments with a visual angle of up to 15"; the cold junctions are at 
the temperature  of the cooling water; the reflect ion of the external  radiation from the blackened walls of the enclosure 
is negl igible ;  the enclosure is f i l led with a d ia thermic  medium at the constant temperature  Tw; the coefficients of con-  
vect ive  heat  transfer are constant along the electrodes and over the surface of the "targetS; since the temperature  g rad i -  
ents in the electrodes and in the enclosure are not large (hundredths of a degree),  the radiant heat  transfer may be repre-  
sented by a value c~ r = const. According to ac tua l  calculat ions for an e lect rode d iameter  of 0.1 mm and a temperature  
T w = 300*K, the ratio cq/c~ e is of the order of 0 . 0 1 ' 0 . 0 4 ,  which makes it possible to neglect  the radiant heat  transfer 
from the electrodes.  

Drawing up the thermal  balance  of  an e lement  of the electrode,  we obtain the equation governing the t e m p e r a -  
ture field of the e lectrode 

The solution of this equation, 

~e f d~T -- T - -  T w. (s) 
u ~e dx'~ 

with the boundary condition at the wall  of the enclosure x -= 0, T = T w, q = q0, is 

/ Le[ qo sh(X I u~-~/ 
T = T w @  U~e ),e V ~ ' - ' ~ )  " 

From the thermal  ba lance  of the target  we obtain the heat  flux through the electrode at x = h 

(6) 

qx=l -- ~t F 4 nf { R[(Th'j--T~c)--P(T~-- T4)] +(Th' j - -Tw) '" (7) 

Since qx=l ~- -Xe (dT/dx)x=l,  equations (6) and (7) de termine  the value q0. Substituting q0 in (6), we obtain a 
relat ion between Th. j. and T w. We expand the quanti ty T~. j.  - T  4 in a power series and truncate the series after the 
term l inear  in Th. j. - T w. Since l Vuc%/~.e[ 8 - - ' 9 ,  we have th (t V~J ae/Kef) ~ 1. Finally, 

Th. jT-Tw=~atooF(T~--T~) /2nV~eu[ae X [ 1  - t - (1  @4RT~)a tY /n l  ~efU%] -1. (8) 

The emf  developed by the battery is given by the equation 

L = he0 (rh. j _  Tw) (9> 

Equation (8) was checked exper imenta l ly  by several  methods. The readings of the instrument were independent of 

T w within a narrow range of T w (Fig. 1), which follows from 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of ca lcu la ted  and exper imenta l  
ca l ibra t ion of the radiometer  (To [~ m [mm]).  a) 

T w = t3 .0~ b) 14.0~ c) 17.2-18.2~ d) 14.5~ 

equation (8) with To >> T w, since the value of  4RTSw is of the 
order 10 -1 and a t F/n ]/'~eU/a e is of the order of 10 -2. 

The exper imenta l  results for thermopiles consisting of 1, 
12, and 24 junctions were inJgood agreement  with the theo-  
re t ica l  curve according to which the emf  of a thermopile  is 
p rac t ica l ly  independent of the number of junctions for n > 10. 

The influence of convect ive  heat  transfer at the electrodes 
and at  the target was verif ied by blowing through the rad io -  
meter  carbon dioxide,  the thermal  conduct ivi ty of which is 

about one ha l f  of that of  nitrogen, and comparing the c a l i b r a -  
tion curves. 

The discrepancy between the ca lcu la ted  and exper imen-  
ta l  cal ibrat ions of the radiometer  by means of a b lack  body 
was about 5-8 percent  (Fig. 1), which allows us to recommend 

equation (8) for the design and analysis of thermopiles .  

The instrument described above was used to measure the ra-  
diat ion from a vert ical  f lame of coke oven gas in a lined combus-  
tion chamber .  The thickness of the f lame was 800 mm.  The com-  

bustion chamber  had openings to which the radiometer  and the 

b lackbodies  were a t tached by sleeves of vacuum tubing. 

Instruments of  s imple design yielded comple te ly  distorted 

results. The value of  a f  varied along the f lame in the range 

0 . 5 - 0 . 7 ,  which is unreal is t ica l ly  high for a nonluminons gas 
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the hydraulic model of the radiometer and eddy cur- 
rents: I) thermopile; 2) thermopile casing; 3) orifice plates; 4) water 
tank; 5) vibrator; 6) load. 

To check this hypothesis, we have carried out a qualitative analysis of the motion of nitrogen in the radiometer 
by means of a hydraulic model.  The model of the inner enclosure of the radiometer (Fig. 2) was made of plastic. The 
analysis was carried out by visual observation of dye flow in water. 

The model showed that when the casing of the thermopile is perfectly hermetic and is connected to the outside 
only through orifice plates, the blowing of nitrogen does not result in a flow around the thermopile and does not affect 
the readings. 

flame of 300 mm thickness. The flame temperature calculated from (4) was of the order of 400-600~ which is im-  
possible. In the experiments To varied in the range 1000-1100~ and the temperature of the core of the flame, as 

measured by means of a suction thermocouple, was of the order of 1350~ The measurements yielded in all cases 

I h < I0, which in the ease when Tf > To contradicts the second law of thermodynamics. 

The analysis of the experimental data and tests of various modifications of flame configuration and radiometer 

design led to the hypothesis that the reason for the distorted readings was turbulent pulsations of the flame, which 

reached the thermopile and increased the values of o~ e and c~ t. 

Fig. 3. Scheme of the final design of the radiometer: 1) forward orifice plate; 2) 
oblique orifice plate; 3) ordinary orifice plate; 4) thermopile casing; 5) thermopile; 
6) water outlet; 7) nitrogen inlet; 8) galvanometer leads; 9) water inlet. 

The turbulent pulsations of the flame can be regarded as rapid perturbations of pressure and density of the medium 
which propagate in the form of acoustic waves. Since our modeling was only qualitative, the exact nature of the vibra-  
tor, the frequency, and the energy of the vibrations had no significant effect. The use of water was also admissible, as 
the propagation of sound in a liquid and in a gas is identical [7, 8]. The vibrator (Fig. 2) consisted of a steel plate with 
a load at the upper end. Pulling and then releasing the plate one could set it in damped oscillatory motion. 

The tests showed that the orifice plates of the instrument are sources of intensive motion of the fluid. Each c o m -  
pression wave pushes through the orifice a small volume of  liquid, which rapidly turns into a vortex ring. The ring 
flows away from the orifice and induces a vortex flow. The vortex rings produced by each compression wave follow one 
another and result in a steady turbulent flow of the fluid in the entire section behind the orifice (Fig. 2). Expansion 

waves result in an analogous flow in the opposite direction. 
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The fluid part icles  undergo an osci l latory motion in the sound wave [8], which should also affect the convect ive 
heat  transfer at the thermopi le .  Under conditions of free convection and low-frequency pulsations, the intensification 
of the hea t  transfer can reach 100% [9] and in accordance with (8) can result in errors of 25%. Thus the design of a 
radiometer  should guarantee not only the comple te  absence of eddy flows in the thermopile  casing, but also should pro-  
vide max imum damping of waves produced by f lame pulsations. 

The model  tests showed the following principles of eddy formation: When nitrogen flows through an orifice, no 
vortex rings are formed, as the stream carries away the fluid votume flowing out from the orif ice,  but the sound wave 
does propagate through the orif ice.  The d iameter  of the vortex rings, their veloci ty,  and their depth of penetrat ion into 
the region behind the orif ice decrease with increasing orif ice d iameter  and orifice plate  thickness. This explains the 
comple te  absence of eddy flow in the thermopile  casing shown in Fig. 3, with conical  forward orif ice and thick orifice 
plates.  

Clearly,  the eddy flows in the orifices are induced at the expense of the energy of the acoustic wave, and to d e -  
crease this energy it is necessary to develop, as far as possible, the eddy flow between the orif ice plates.  The strongest 
damping of pulsations is obtained by a combinat ion of ordinary orif ice plates and plates with oblique surfaces (Fig. 3). 
The la t ter  produce a vortex ring which propagates along the orif ice axis and is displaced with respect to the opt ica l  axis 
of the radiometer .  Thus, this ring cannot contribute to vortex formation at  the next orif ice.  The energy losses of the 
acoustic wave are highest in this arrangement.  The effectiveness of the addi t ional  orifices was proved by actual  measure -  
ments of f lame radiation.  

Figure 3 shows an instrument designed in accordance with the above considerations, which is insensitive m pu l -  
sations. The inner casing of the instrument and the orif ice plates were made of  copper for better  equal izat ion of t empe r -  

ature. For the same reason the orif ice plates were soldered into the casing. Both experiment  and theory showed that the 

thermopile  casing should have the lowest thermal  inert ia possible, otherwise the t ime-var ia t ions  of the cooling water 
temperature  would lead to nonuniform heating of  the casing, and thus would result in a scatter of  the readings. There-  
fore, the copper casing is in direct  contact  with the cooling water.  For better  temperature  equalizat ion,  the nitrogen 

passes through a coi l  submerged in the cooling water before it is blown into the orif ice section. 

The scatter  of the readings during cal ibrat ion by means of a b lack  body was not more than 1%. An e lementary  
error es t imate  of Schmidt 's  method in the given modif icat ion yields the following maximum possible errors: in I f - 1 . 5 % ,  

in a f  - 6 . 5 % ,  and in T f - 5 % .  The accuracy ac tua l ly  obtained in pract ice  was less: the scatter of  the readings obtained 
with a f lame was 10-15%. 

NOTATION 

af  - absorpt ivi ty  of  f lame; g - emf of thermopile;  E0 - specific emf  of one thermocouple;  F - surface area of 
"target" (one side); f - cross section of electrode;  Ic and I h - results of f lame radiat ion measurement  on a background 
of a "cold" and a "hot" b lack body, respect ively;  If - radiation intensity of f lame; I 0 - radiation intensity of b l ackbody  
at temperature  To; l - length of e lectrode from its point of  a t tachment  to the casing to the "target";  n - number of  
junctions in thermopile;  p = ~ t / (~e  +e t ) ;  q - heat  flux in electrode; R ---- % (E e 4- at)/2at; Tf - f lame temperature;  
T w - cooling water temperature;  Th. j. - temperature  of hot junctions of thermopile;  u - e lectrode circumference;  
x - coordinate along electrode; C~r, ae ,  and a t - coefficients of radiant heat  transfer in the thermopi le  enclosure, con-  
vec t ive  heat  transfer at the e lectrode surface, and convect ive heat  transfer at the ntarget"; 8 - shape factor emi t t e r -  

thermopile;  s f  - emissivity of f lame; s e and s t - emissivity of e lectrode and "target,  n respectively;  X e - thermal  con-  
duct ivi ty  of electrode;  o0 - Stefan-Boltzmann constant; m - galvanometer  reading. 
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